
The 180 Chronicles 

 The much-heralded Crosman 160 model Co2 rifle of the 1950’s and 60’s has an 
oft-overlooked sibling sulking largely unnoticed in the background. Given the 160’s 
storied history and performance, no wonder its little brother is often relegated to ‘kid-
gun’ status; if not dismissed altogether. Such misperception keeps market values for 
these great little carbines somewhat in check. However, at the risk of again being 
accused of inflating market values of certain classics by reporting their virtues, I must 
add the Crosman 180 to that list. It is long overdue for some recognition. 

‘Simple’ is not a four letter word. 
As with similar-vintage Crosman 160 models, the early, simple-trigger 180 

models (referred to as ‘cross-bolt safety’ models) are often snubbed in favor of the later-
generation, adjustable-trigger guns (called ‘lever-safety’ or ‘trigger-block’ models). 
Thankfully both designs were produced in the tens of thousands; simple trigger models 
from 1956 to 1962 and adjustable-trigger models from 1962 to 1967.  

Early models are less desirable because their incredibly simple trigger design 
pales in comparison to the excellent adjustable trigger of the later generation. So simple 
are the early trigger ‘units’ that most shooters view such glaring economy through tunnel 
vision, often avoiding them completely. However as is often the case, the ‘red-headed 
step-child’ has talents and potentials easily overlooked at first glance. 
 One should understand that neither ‘simple’ nor ‘cheap’ are four-letter words; 
especially as relates to design, manufacture and service-ability. Fact is, when it comes 
to home gunsmithing and modifications, simple and cheap can be huge blessings! Many 
simple-trigger Crosman models return gratifying improvements from basic gunsmithing.  

The world’s simplest trigger/sear design of early Crosman 180’s makes for 
possibly the world’s easiest trigger job. Addition of a strategically-positioned wood screw 
in the stock inletting just forward of the trigger serves as a sear-engagement adjuster 
that often produces an excellent trigger action with no further gunsmithing. Also, 
replacing the easily accessible trigger-spring with a lighter one lightens the trigger-pull.  

However any trigger job can be taken to dangerous levels. The amateur 
gunsmith should be fore-warned that lean sear engagements, moly-lubed sears and/or 
too light trigger springs can be recipes for disaster. One shouldn’t let the giddiness of 
one’s first trigger job impair one’s survival instinct! Just because it is sometimes possible 
to achieve a wonderfully crisp trigger-pull of just a few ounces doesn’t mean that home-
grown target trigger will hold as one beats about the bushes. Test your trigger job by 
jarring and jolting the cocked but unloaded gun until certain the trigger holds up to rough 
treatment. 



One particular simple-trigger 180 was liberated from a clueless seller for the 
whopping sum of thirty bucks. Beneath the usual layers of dust, goo and patina lay an 
excellent piece that, as usual for neglected Co2 guns, needed resealing. That $30 
Crosman 180 has since won dozens of competitions, including a state championship! 

Trigger evolution 
However the Crosman 180 is not just for aspiring airgunsmiths. Later generation 

180’s boast one of the most easily-adjusted triggers on the planet; certainly one of the 
best trigger units ever used on a sporting Co2 gun! In a market now driven by liability 
paranoia, the sixties-vintage Crosman adjustable trigger block seems nothing less than 
a wonderment of functionality and user-friendliness. That such a great trigger was 
standard equipment on a $35 ‘Pellgun’ speaks volumes about Crosman’s past 
capabilities.   
 Upon removal of the stock to access the trigger adjustments, it becomes evident 
one needn’t be a rocket scientist to grasp respective functions of the three adjusting 
screws in the trigger-block. These screws affect the key elements of trigger function: 
sear engagement, let-off weight and over-travel. Furthermore, the adjustments are 
effected with two sizes of flat-blade screwdrivers. No special tools or trade secrets 
required! And in a seemingly extinct expression of logical design and service-ability, the 
trigger to sear engagement is actually witnessed through a window in the side-plates as 
one makes the critical adjustment. HOW COOL IS THAT?  

Properly adjusted, this trigger is capable of a crisp let-off of less than one-half 
pound. However one shouldn’t let this very practical, adjustable trigger induce such 
confidence in one’s trigger adjusting skills as to adversely affect one’s grasp on reality 
(no matter how tenuous that grasp might have been before one became a trigger guru). 
To paraphrase, if you get carried away seeking too light a trigger with any design, 
YOU’LL SHOOT YOUR EYE OUT, KID! Worse yet, you might shoot someone else’s eye 
out! 

  

The Sears & Roebuck variant 
The Crosman 180 is sort of a single-cartridge carbine version of the Crosman 

160. However the Sears and Roebuck variant can accept two cartridges, making it even 
more 160 carbinesque. While neither single nor dual-cartridge models can be 
considered Co2 thrifty, extended bulk-fill conversions greatly increase shot capacity 
(and economy, once one is properly equipped). For example, the customized Sears 180 
rifle pictured below gets over fifty full-power shots from a good bulk filling. 



!  
This customized Sears & Roebuck 180 variant features an extended bulk-fill kit, stainless steel muzzle 

weight and refinished stock with Pachmayr butt-pad. It is also accurate beyond belief! 

Extended bulk-fill conversion kits are available in several lengths for various 
applications. A long tube is appropriate for single-cartridge 180’s, whereas a shorter 
extension (as pictured) serves well for dual-cartridge variants. 

Sears & Roebuck variants have a sportier stock profile than run-of-the-mill 
Crosman 180’s, featuring a longer, angle-cut forend and raised comb. Also grooved for 
scoping, the Sears 180 was a more deluxe gun. The example pictured has had the 
stock refinished and a Pachmayr butt-pad and stainless steel muzzle weight added. The 
muzzle weight simply improves balance and appearance of the otherwise muzzle-light 
carbine.   
 The customized Sears 180 produces 13 foot-pounds with 14.3 grain JSB 
Express pellets at 630 FPS. More impressively, it has shot five consecutive five-shot 
groups at 50 yards that averaged just .54” center-to-center; performance placing it 
among a very elite group of the scores of air rifles tested in this work. Co-occupants of 
that select group are legendary tack-driving rifles offered by such notable manufacturers 
as FX, Theoben, Daystate, Air Arms, Weihrach, Falcon and Shin Sung. Pretty heady 
company for a fifty year-old Crosman Pellgun! 

!  
These five-shot 50 yard groups averaged just .54” c-t-c. The smallest group went a mere .41”! 



What’s more… 
The Crosman 180 can also be converted into a mighty impressive air pistol. 

Shortening the barrel by half (to 8½”) only reduces velocity about 10%, and accuracy 
not at all! The 180 pistol below has shot five-shot groups measuring a mere .12” center-
to-center at 25 yards and .53” at fifty! But better illustrating its capabilities are five-group 
averages of .37” c-t-c at 25 yards and .74” at fifty. All groups were shot in outdoor winds.  

!  
A dime and quarter sit next to the smallest and largest 50 yard groups for perspective. 

The field-target ‘pistol’ project 
After successfully converting Chinese Co2 rifles to regulated high-pressure air 

(HPA), the time came ripe to build an HPA pistol. A newly-procured adjustable-trigger 
187 wasn’t in great condition, but accuracy testing suggested the bore intact. Lacking 
proper stock inletting capabilities, I decided to preserve the factory inletting and build a 
walnut pistol stock around the existing inletting of the white-wood stock. The result 
came out pretty nice, as also did modifying the chamber-tube to accept a drop-block 
attachment for a regulated HPA tank. A Dura Coat spray finish over the ‘high-patina’ 
metalwork completed my ‘new’ FT pistol. With the original barrel lopped to 14” and 
measuring 20.5” overall, the finished hand-rifle is uniquely attractive. But how functional, 
you ask? 



   

!  
What once was a vintage Crosman Co2 rifle is now an awesome PFT ‘pistol’ that 

sports a crisp, eight-ounce trigger, returns over 70 shots per charge at 775 FPS/11.3 
foot-pounds, with regulated consistency, and… oh yeah… averages .65” five-shot 
groups at 50 yards! Though certainly no pocket-pistol, she performs as well in silhouette 
competition as in field-target. Not least of her many fine qualities, in a show of tolerance 
practically unheard of in Scope-Pistolville, she shoots to the same point of impact from 
bench-rest as from off-hand and the field-target position! An opportunity to test the 
hand-rifle on the national stage would not come until late 2012. More on that to come 
later. 

Nostalgic dribble? 
While some might dismiss Co2 as a propellant and vintage airgun worship as just 

so much nostalgic dribble, no question Crosman was way ahead of its time in the 
1950’s and 60’s. Thankfully, high production numbers insure a treasure-trove of these 
and other vintage airguns remain available today for relative pocket-change. Many of 
the affordable classics are easily transformed into fine customs with a little ingenuity 
and handiwork.  

The adage “simplicity is the hallmark of good design” is often lost in this 
increasingly complicated world. That modified vintage Crosmans can perform alongside 
the finest competition guns produced in the new millennium re-affirms the genius of 
simple design and cost-efficient manufacture. Thankfully most techies tend to overlook 
the old guy with the home-made rig while trying to out-excess their superfluously-
equipped competition; a short-sightedness that works to the advantage of this ol’ 
techno-grouch. “If I can just work one of those compendium transponders into the 
budget…”  

Sure Bud, just don’t let The Wife find out. We can’t afford to lose many more field 
target shooters to marital discord. Much less… justifiable homicide!  



!  
Top to bottom- Sears & Roebuck 180 rifle variant with extended bulk filling, another Sears and Roebuck 
variant converted to pistol (now running on 2200 PSI high-pressure air), adjustable-trigger Crosman 187 

HPA pistol conversion, simple-trigger 187 converted to bulk-tank Co2 pistol, my first 180 pistol conversion 
(Wards Hawthorne variant still run on 12 gram cartridges). 

Definitely not your ‘normal’ airguns, but outstanding performers all!  


